
"You Ask the
Wrong Questions!"
JOHN BAREu.

The teacher
effectiveness
research provides
a foundation for
teaching thinking
because, properly
understood, it
stresses the search
for meaning.

arhara-the mother of Lisa, a
5th grader-recently asked her
daughter about twoi concepts

Lisa was studying for a rest the next
day

"Lisa, can o(u tell me the difference
between kinetic and potential ener-
g.,

No, Lisa replied.
"Oka-, can you give me some exam-

ples of potential energ' then'"
'Mother' You're asking me the

wrong questions" Lisa said in desper
ation

"What do vou mean?'
"What the teacher is going to ask on

the test is 'Potential energy is
and 'Kinetic energy is ' That's
all.'

This situation illustrates the impor-
tance of teaching for meaning The
current teacher effectiveness research
is foundational both for learning what
kinetic energy is and for the deeper.
more complex understanding of how
it relates to potential and other forms
of energy and motion

This research, v-hich stems largely
from elementary schools where -e
are teaching children how to read and
do mathematical computations, pre-
sents us w ith structures and processes
that are important at both ends of a
continuum: at one end focusing on
highly structured, sequential content.
while at the other end examining com-
plex human or physical problems
from a Aide variers of perspectives
generating multiple meanings and in
terpretations Teachers in both in-
stances are engaged in a similar task:
helping students find or create mean
ing out of experience

Susan and Carolyn
Recentlh I observed 2nd graders re-
viewing fundamental math operations.
In the same school I observed 5th
graders engaging in complex reason-
ing in their anal!-sis of a Wallace
Stegner stior. "The Colt" It is interest-
ing to see just hox the effective teach-
ing research applies to both teachers
as they challenge students to think
about content at rather different levels,
or at different points on the continu-
um, from seemingly simple and con
crete to more complex and abstract

Susan. the 2nd grade math teacher.
,nas reviewing the compo(sition (of the
number 1'

["lows- many tells. Mark'
'How mans ones. Jan'
'Where do wve put the 10, Gloria?'
"Where do we put the "' Steven' "

'If wve swish to prove this, what do
we have to d(o Bill'?

She proceeded in this fashion ssith
direct questions t ) ensure that stu-
dents recalled just hov to analsze the
number 1-, hbosv to prove their work if
they v..ere subtracting 1t from 38 or 9
from 18 She maintained that "brisk
pace'' ve read about in the teacher
effectiveness literature (Barnes, 1981 )
with man! questions at a lower cogni-
tive level She made certain that she
gave most students an o(ppnrtunity to
respond in order to( ensure compre-
hension, and she provided man!s and
diverse examples bohth at the board
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and on a worksheet in front of all
students She was thus engaged in
what Rosenhine ( 1983) has called
"overlearning to the point where
Ifacts and skillsi are automatic

What I witnessed wa;s not the 20
minutes that Good (1982) recom
mends for the developmental phase of
a mathematics lesson This was a re
view. But many elements of direct or
active teaching ,'ere present: tightly
controlled teacher structure, a brisk
pace with manm questions. and a great
diversit- of examples to check com-
prehension The result was active stu
dent engagement in the learning task
with a high degree of succes.

(arola n s task was signiticantly dif-
ferent She x.as reviex ing "The Colt"
x ith her *th graders. wvho had read the
story some time ago I Ier challenge to
them, after rev iex ing the plot and the
maior characters. was to analvze the
characters using Kohlherg's (19-5)
levels of moral develo)pm ent Students
proceeded to take one character at a
time-Pal. ,for exampnlpe-and to ana-
I!ze his behavior according to the
leels of moral reasoning, adapted and
slightli modilied for this purpose

I think he ,Nas a three. because he
had no reallx different ideas of his

I disagree I think he xas a one.
because hle reall didcnt kno\\ right
from wrong.'

'an o give us s,omIe exa;lmples of
that. Bethl

Sure" Andc Beth proceeded to
elahorate O() her argument

This Interaction proceeded for
abhout ten ntinllIleH sith hands raised. Active Teaching: "How many tens. Mark? How many ones, Jan?"
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"Too often we
forget to set the
stage for learning
by helping
students recall
what they have
already learned."

reasons clearly and openly expressed,
until someone said:

"Based on what Steven just said, I
think he's a five because he really
wanted to change things."

Carolyn finally asked her students
why analvzing a story was different, if it
was, from analvzing the fain' tales they
had read and anal-zed earlier

"Because the characters are present-
ed differently. .the-'re more difficult
to understand. fairs tale people are
simple-not like humans."

Now, Carolvn's teaching task was
more complex: her students were
making judgments based not only on
their recall of facts, but also from
listening to the judgments of their
peers. When I heard Tony say he had
changed his mind about Pa, I recalled
Johnson and Johnson's ( 19'9) re-
search relating cognitive development
to constructive classroom disagree-
ments, conflicts, and taking the other
person's point of view.

Major Differences
ObviouslI, there are significant differ-
ences in what Susan and Carolyn were
attempting to do. how they structured
their classroom situations on those
days, and how they interacted with
their students These differences are
especially evident in four areas

Content: Susan was reviewing high-
Iv structured and sequenced material.
Knowledge of how to solve arithmetic
problems is well known, or s() it might
seem Because answers are predict-
able and controllable, this kind of
content lends itself to statements of
behavioral specificity

Carolvn. on the other hand, was
dealing with a more complex hod' of
content, one that had no right or
wrong answers that could be mea
sured with the kind of precision that is
possible in teaching equations Her
students were thinking about a prob-
lem given, as Heidegger (1968) noted,
to a multiplicit . of meanings': this 'is
the element in which all thought must
move in order to he strict thought' (p.
'1)

Content in both classrooms was sig-
nificant. appropriate. and in accord-
ance with students cognitive develop-
mental levels It would have been
interesting to analyze the reasoning of
Carolvn's students to see how many of
them might he using abstract concepts
to support their arguments.

Teacher Roles: Susan was playing an
active, direct role in controlling the
classroom interaction. She posed all
the questions and called on students at
random to check comprehension.
Carolyn similarly directed the discus-
sion by posing all the questions, but
she spent much more time saying
nothing and listening to her students'
judgments. She didn't even have to ask
students to listen to what their class-
mates were saving: they listened auto-
matically. Students were in control of
making their own judgments and
changing their minds They controlled
the length and the qualitys of the time
because of Carolvn's nondirectiveness,
which was perfectlh appropriate

Thus, teacher control varied from
strictlx' direct with Susan to more
shared-with-the-students in C:arolvn's
classr()om.

Engagement Time: Susan may have
been more concerned with "allocated
time, engagement rate, and success
rate on school activities because
these factors are all directly related to
student achievement (D)enham and
Lieberman, 1980) Carolvn's more
free-flowing discussion was not as
concerned with "success" in answer
ing lower cognitive level questions As
she said. 'I want the time to go on and
on so they can feel free to allow ideas
toi come to them when thex're ready.
Sort of like brainstorming The more
time some o)f them have, the clearer
their thinking--r the more opportu
nits they have to think about some-
bod! else's argument We do not
expect Carolyn to move through her
discussiotn at a brisk pace, keeping all
students verhally inxolsved *with appro
priate answers Thinking takes time.
and far too mans of us inappropriately
model Susan s behavior when con-
fronting complex physical, social, or
human problems

Outconme The learning oiutcimes
in Susan's class x cre easily measur
able aind highly focused The out
comes \within Carolvn s classroom can
also he observed. They are, however,
not as precisel fo)cused and may he
approached froim a varietv of perspec
tives or levels of diflicults': Did the
students understand the stor,'? I)o they
know Kohlberg's levels of moral de
velopment' (:an they apply an external
set of standards to a sto r'- I ow' well
do thex reason' For example, can they
suppnrt their conclusions with evi-
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dence? Can they identify assumptions,
cause-effect relationships, and counter
examples? These intellectual process-
es are more difficult to teach and
measure, but not impossible

These differences between Susan's
and Carolvn's classrox)ms are directly
related to the teacher effectiveness lit-
erature that emerges from elementarn
and junior high schox)ls, where stan-
dardized achievement tests have been
used to observe teachers' "effective-
ness.

Foundational Elements
Within the teacher effectiveness re-
search we have a knowledge base
('craft knowledge." as some call it)
that structures and supports the learn-
ing task, just as the shell of a newly
constructed house frames all the indi-
vidual and creative appointments with-
in the finished dwelling To use a
different analogs. this craft knowledge
ma!- provide the underlyving structure
for growth of the musician, from
memorizing the scales to creating im-
provisations or variations on a theme
hb Beethoven Learning scales and im-
provising themes require understand-
ing the relationships. for example, be-
tween C Major and Minor and between
triads. lifths. and sevenths. Individuals
who do not understand these terms
and how thes are derived will have a
difficult time grow,'ing from the rote
learning phase to the point vwhere they
can think niusicalls-that is, indepen-
denth

Structure for Learning
This research presents us with a well-
delineated pattern Tfr teacher behav-
ior Barnes ( 1981 ) presents these ele-
ments of systematic instruction": (I)
preparing students for the lesson. (2)
teacher presentation of the lesson, (3)
student practice after presentation.
and (- ) evaluatio n o f student learning

Good (1982) presents this model
from the Missouri Mathematics Pro-
gram: (1) dails reviex.x (2) develop-
ment, (3) seatwxork. (-i) homework
assignment. and (5) special reviews

It seems superfluous to reiterate
that all teaching nleeds structure, hut
this research has re emphasized rtwo
significant aspects of this structure:
lesson preparation and development

Barnes identifies four specific be-
haviors in her revievx that should be
undertaken during the preparation
phase: ( I ) secures students' attention,

(2) states objectives. (3)gives or seeks
a rationale for the lesson, and (4)
reviews previous content.

Similarly, Good's rezteu, phase in-
cludes reviewing "the concepts and
skills associated with the homework."
In the next phase, detelopment, he
briefly focuses on prerequisite skills
and concepts It is important, he sug-
gests, for students to see how concepts
are related to each other.

Another important notion here is
providing a clearly understood frame-
work for learning. This framework
consists of students' prior knowledge,
the cognitive structures (or schema)
within which thev integrate such
knowledge, and the new objective and
its rationale. Too often we forget to set
the stage for learning by helping stu-
dents recall what then have already
learned and how this may fit into an
overall framework for the new skills
or knowledge Such practices have
proven helpful in increasing student
reading comprehension (Duff- and
others. 1984 )

On reading this research literature
for the first time. I began to under-
stand more clearly why graduate stu-
dents sometimes said, in the middle of
the semester ''I'm lost I don't know
where all this fits." I found it wxas
necessan- at the ven- beginning of the
semester to attempt to create a struc-
tured overniew of all the major con-
cepts, showing salient relationships,
and to return to that evenr week to
help students integrate new learnings
within this structure-in other words.
to make it more meaningful.

It was evident to me when I ohb-
served Susan's classrooxm that students
achieved such a high degree of suc-
cessful recitation during this review
partl- because thev had a clear aca-
demic focus The\- had mastered the
prerequisite skills and thes under-
stood the relationships between tens
and ones. and how to prove these
relationships. In Carol!n's classroom,
similarlI, students had mastered the
different levels of moral development.
They knew the ston' and they knew
how to evaluate characters with a set
of criteria. True. Carolvn did not fol-
low the lesson format presented by
Barnes. Good. or Rosenshine, but the
principle of building on prior learn-
ings that are well integrated within
cognitive structures could be seen in
the ensuing discussion.

Environment
Barnes' summary identifies two key
elements of the learning environment:
task orientation and affective supports.

The terms "work." "task." or "academi-
callv-oriented" usuallv describe class-
rooms where teachers expect and require
students to pay attention, work persistently
toward completion of assignments. to ex-
hibit cooperative attitudes, and in general,
to concentrate on academic activities rath-
er than socializing (1981. p ').

All of these behaviors were certainly
evident in Susan's and Carolyn's class-
rooms. The 2nd graders were most
attentive, raised their hands to partici-
pate. and socialized veryn little. Cooper-
ation could be seen in their lack of
competing for the teacher's attention
with shout outs and "Ooooo. me. me.
me!

It was in Carolvn's classroom that
the cooperative attitudes w-ere even
more evident. Here. students listened
attentively, not only to the teacher but
to each other as well.

Of even greater importance for the
relationship between teacher effec-
tiveness research and so-called "high-
er" levels of thinking are the "high
achievement expectations" evident in
this 5th grade Carolyn was using an
activity suggested to her for gifted
students, but her class was composed
of average students Her challenge to
these students and their enthusiastic
and intelligent responses once again
demonstrated to me the truth of the
supposition that we often signihficantlI
under-challenge our students to think.

"Another broad variable. a warm.
supportive environment.' w as also
consistenthl found to be positively re-
lated to student achievement in most
of the studies reviewed here.."
(Barnes. 1981. p 9) Barnes lists the
following teacher behaviors as con-
tributing to such an environment

1 Accepting student contributions
2 Giving specific praise
3 Respecting student contributions

to the class
-4 Maintaining an orderly classroom
Neither Susan nor Carolyn were

"gushy" in their praise of students.
Thes were businesslike in responding
to student contributions. More impor-
tant, however, were their acceptance
of and respect for student contribu-
tions Both Susan and Carolyn commu-
nicated a sense that each child's state-
ment or question was v-er important.
Moreover, I had a sense that the teach-
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er was genuinely attempting to think
herself into the children's frame of
mind in order to understand their
reasoning. This is what Buber called
"imagining the other side," or visualiz-
ing the child's world view. Communi-
cating this sense of respect is as impor-
tant in these two classes as it is for a
high school teacher challenging stu-
dents to hypothesize about the origin
of galaxies. or for a college professor
who wishes students to consider this
proposition: A woman should be Pres
ident before the turn of the century

Of all the factors mentioned in this
article, it seems to me that creating this
warm, supportive environment is per
haps the sine qua non for higher-level
thinking. Without trust, open commu-
nication, and a willingness to tolerate
and encourage differences, little think-
ing can xccur. Thinking requires what
Bronowski called 'this constant adven-
ture of taking the closed system and
pushing its frontiers imaginatively into
the open spaces where we shall make
mistakes' (19-8, p 113) Going he-
vond the known into those new-, unex

plored territories and continents
where we seek to make new connec
tions and discoveries is risks business
for the 5th graders anal yzing Stegner's
story and reconsidering his original
perspective. The same is true for the
adult reconsidering his analysis of a
poem or her role as a professional

Instructional Processes
One of the wash in which teachers
promote intellectual expli(ratioin )I'
new ideas-as Carol In did-is
through their verhal interaction wxith
students The teacher effectiveness re-
search speaks to several w-as- in hic(h
we prI)l)ite learning cf basic skills
and higher level mental processes
Barnes' summary cites these different
teacher behaviors

I Varies question l evels
2 Probes, rephrases. promplts
3 Waits fo)r some resp)onse
-i Provides answer to ques.i()ln
5 Asks prot-ess questions ( 't )w x

did y()iu get that alnsx-er' )
6 Stresses studenlts' undeCrsandingIClII

of meaning
Sus;an and ( alrilnl1 and te;ac-lers in

higher grades use these pro)cesses as
the situaticon demands The researdl
d(oes niit sa; x- e ask oi)I! recall clues
tions; it sav s v -e ask the kinds iof t(LIue-
tiiens yxe need in cirder t) m;lintain

that acti'e intera;ctio)n so vital to learn
ing

Both Susanl and (;arl-iin asked dit
ferent kinds cf questi(lins to recall in-
formation, ti explain ainswers xwith
greater clarit t, hbuiId (in p-revioius
comments Neither one, during m!
obsenration. asked the pro)cess ques
tion, "How did you get that answer>
These process questicns seen t() he
seldom used in classrooms. perhaps
because we are so "right answer" ori
ented Were we more dialogic in ciur
thinking ahbout teaching and learning.
we might strive to lind wvhat Socrates
might call the students' level or pi(int
of ignorance from xxhence Wxe could
begin to build news and meaningfuil
relationships

Finally, Rosenshine s recent summa
rv of teacher effectiveness research
stresses "overlearning" cenain fundal-
mental skills to the point where the!
become "automatic' 1983, p 33- )

Susan's students suolidly knew their
addition and subtraction processes
But what did Carols-n's students knoxw
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well? They had learned, back in Sep-
tember, October, and November. that
what was important in this 5th grade
was thinking for yourself as well as
thinking about what other people say
and showing everybody the courtesy
of attentive listening.

Systematic Instruction and
Thinking
What helps all of these elements fit
together is our definition of thinking.
If thinking is the accumulation of
knowledge.'then certain teaching strat-
egies are in order: presenting informa-
tion, making certain it is received, and
recalling it on demand. Freire (19"4)
called this the banking concept" of
education

If, however, we accept Hannah
Arendt's defnition of thinking, we will
proceed differentlx. Thinking is "the
quest for meaning" as opposed to the
thirst for knowledge that is verifiable
primarily through rules of logic.
Thinking proceeds hb means of "anal-
ogies. metaphors. and emblems" that
are the "threads bh which the mind
holds onto the world Thinking al-
wars 'generalizes.' squeezes out of
many particulars . whatever meaning
mav be there" (Arendt. 19- " )

Thinking, therefore, is a process of
searching for and creating meaning
involving the mind's creations--sm-
bols, metaphors. aInallogies-in .an at
tempt to establish relationsiips he-
tween the xexrld of particilars aid the
ideas and concepts that give them
structure For ex.ample. 2nd graders
figuring out one math problem must
know hos\ this problem relates to the
general concepts of tenllS, ones. lnd
proofs before the\ caln accimnplish the
task with understa;ncding (Carolhin's 5lh
graders are making the chara;cters in
The Colt" more meatningful bh apply-

ing a different set of lenses (Kolhl-
berg's stages olf moiral tlevelopment)
to them Thinking becomes nmore
complex Ia. x-e milN-e fronm 2nd to 5th
grade. but it is still thinking. searching
for meaning

All the ieacher effectineness research
stresses tills search i -()r e111C;nllng
Barnes ( 1981 ) stpeaks iof the teachers
emphasizing "students uncderstlandingi
of meaning ''" Good ( 1982. p I1). in
speaking of the Slissouri Math Pro
gram, noted that 'the instructicona;l ac-
tixitv is initiated andi rev-ieswed in the
context iof meaning" The stress that

"The real danger in
using teacher effec-
tiveness research is
that it may become
prescriptive, a set of
behaviors to be
checked off by
the supervising
administrator."

both these researchers place on asking
process questions "losow did you get
that answer"--is evidence that stu-
dents are being challenged to think.
not merelr recite information mind-
lesshl In a 3rd grade I recenth oh-
served, students wvere coloring in a
chart with nouns and many compara-
tive adjectives (tall. taller. tallest. for
example) W'hen I asked xwhat thev
were doing, a fesw said. 'Coloring in all
the er and iest wxords"' Thev didn't
know hows adjectives related to nouns
or other adjectives This was a mle-
chanical operation w ithout mealninig
bevond coloring in the letters

Goodlad (1984) has noted that al-
most half the earl- elementarn school
students he interviewed for his mas-
sive Stud! of Schooling did not clearl-
understand what their teachers want-
ed them to do We must ensure that
learning includes not onlh know-sing
how to define kinetic energy hut.
more important. hiowi to use this con-
cept to explain aind compare physical
phenomena.

Conclusion
I have attempted to provide a; p;tial
refutation for tile claim that current
research oin teacher effectiveness has
no significant implicaltions for thinking
at higher grade levels or in more
complex humianl situations. Bx coinsid-
ering the structure, en ironment.
teaching processes, arid the nature of
thinking itself. this research mav be
foundational for more comlplex think-
ing

It is true that thinking in Susan's
class is more convergent and concerns
content that is much more hierarchical
and structured than in Carolyn's class.
However. if, with Gilbert R.vle (1979).
we view thinking as more like path-
creating than path-following, we will
see the child's first spelling of "cat" as
a thoughtful endeavor.

The real danger in using teacher
effectiveness research is that it may
become prescriptive, a set of behav-
iors to be checked off by the supervis-
ing administrator. Active teaching
should become what Good calls an
"orienting concept" that fosters reflec-
tive thinking about our own teaching
processes and their intended and un-
intended outcomes \W'e should use
this research to stimulate our critical
and imaginative thinking about how to
help children. adolescents. and adults
search for and create the relationships
that result in meaningful learning.0
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